
Dear Hum Heads, Sound Team,

You’re Welcome
Introducing the SolaFrame Theatre from High End Systems, the industry’s first automated LED luminaire to deliver 
completely silent operation. The best thing automated lighting has done for sound design since, well, ever.

•    Engineered with no fans 

•   Bright White LED Source and  
no lamp changes, ever

•   High CRI, gorgeous colors,  
impeccable dimming

•  Counts past two

To learn more about the SolaFrame Theatre 
contact your local High End Systems rep. 
highend.com
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SolaFrame Theatre is the industry’s first automated LED luminaire 
to deliver completely silent operation. Engineered with no fans, 
SolaFrame Theatre features a full effects package including 
framing shutters, high CRI, gorgeous colors, and impeccable 
dimming. SolaFrame Theatre is a natural fit for designers that 
work in theaters and other venues where fixture noise is simply 
not acceptable.

Poised to (quietly) change the world, SolaFrame Theatre features 
modular construction, extremely low power usage and other 
innovations such as High End Systems’ patented Lens Defog 
system, making it the most versatile LED automated spot 
luminaire available.

•   Bright White LED engine 

•   440W High CRI engine produces 15,000 field lumens

•    Fanless, silent operation

•   540° x 265° movement

•   CMY / CTO- linear color-mixing system 

•   7-position replaceable Color Wheel 

•    Framing system for total control of beam shape

•    Iris, Light Frost, Linear Four-facet Prism and  
7°-42° Zoom

•   8-position plus open interchangeable Gobo Wheel

•   7-position plus open Rotating Gobo Wheel  

•   Continuously Variable Animation Wheel

 “I was just amazed that the fixture was dead silent.  
We started using these fixtures and were just blown away!”

Stan Kaye - Professor, lighting designer, theater consultant  
University of Florida School of Theater and Dance


